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Thinking "Out of the Box" for 
Problem Solving

 -Suhanee Kandalkar

To search out for our hidden talent, the 
Ministry of Education came up with this 
brilliant session on "Out of the Box for 

Problem Solving" on Tuesday, 28th June 2022.  
Prof. V. Kamakoti (Director, IIT Madras) was the 
Chief Guest for this event. This event took place 
online on YouTube.
 The distance was never a barrier for them 
as the session took place through the online 
platform of  YouTube. The speaker and our VESIT 
coordinator, Mr. Sunny Nahar (Assistant Professor, 
Department of Master of Computer Application), 
ensured 2-way communication by the option of 
YouTube comments throughout the session. 
 Mr Dipan Sahu, representative of MOE's 
Innovation Cell, began with clarification of the 
objective of the session. He said, "Today's session 
will address the connection between the problem 
and the solution and how it will establish a beat 
between the two so that we can say we are the 
innovator approaching an innovative way.”
 Prof Kamakoti started the session with a 
quote, "If a reasonable person lives according to the 
society, the unreasonable person wants the society 
to live according to him." According to the professor 
"Early is just a number!" If your innovative thinking 
can change the way the world thinks and bring the 
solution to the problem faced by people, your mind 
has to be cultivated to think differently.
 For any problem there would be one 
solution, someone may tell you that, but there can 
be another different answer, which is what we mean 
by thinking differently. It was beautifully explained 
by the professor using a wide range of surprising 
examples. 
 For instance, guess the next number in the 
sequence 1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19. "21" would be 
anyone's guess. Well, it may be right but any other 
thoughts? "31" ...why? both the numbers should be 
odd. This is what “out-of-the-box thinking” is.

 Another example given was: '1234 -is a 
4-digit number, 6666-is a repeated 4-digit number. 
A number speaks: I am a four-digit number made 
of repeated digits of only one digit, I am closer to 
2000 than 3000. Who am I? The answer is pretty 
simple, 2222 isn't it? Don't you think the answer 
is also 1111 if we just changed our perspective and 
view externally?' The speaker added, "This proves 
there is this left-hand limit and a right-hand limit 
fixed in your brain that sometimes becomes the 
only limitation. Thinking beyond this line, I swear 
creativity is born."
  The audience was moved from their seats 
when the speaker solved a basic mathematical 
problem without even whispering maths. He also 
added that the easiest way to make our brain think 
differently is by using mathematics. Towards the 
end of the session, the professor introduced the 
free course taking place on YouTube with access to 
recorded lectures.
 The speaker ended on an inspiring note,  
“You need to solve the problem and convince 
yourself first.” By sharing 5 MCQs with the 
participating audience, he ensured our mind 
starts thinking out of the box trying to find these 
solutions.

Prof. V. Kamakoti (Director, IIT Madras) started 
off the session with great enthusiasm.

Prototyping with Arduino 
-Rushikesh Sarak

EXTC - Tinkerer’s Lab successfully conducted 
an excellent ‘Prototyping with Arduino’   
workshop on the 28th, 29th, and 30th July 

2022. The workshop was open to all second-year 
students. It started with an introductory speech from 
Dr. Chandan Singh Rawat (Head, Department of 
Electronics and Telecommunication). 
 The workshop was organized and 
coordinated by Mr. Mrugendra Vasmatkar 
(Assistant  Professor, Department of Electronics 
and Telecommunication) and Dr. Nadir N. 
Charniya (Professor, Department of Electronics 

and Telecommunication). It was conducted by 
Senior Council Members of EXTC Tinkerer’s Lab.
 The workshop's primary objective was to 
help the students learn and enhance their skills 
and create a better understanding of Arduino for 
Sem-III projects.  The total number of participants 
recorded was between 85-90.

Day 1
 On the very first day, the workshop began 
with a basic ‘Introduction to Arduino’ and the 
Basics of Digital and Analog Electronics. 

Speakers of the event (L-R): Mr. Sunny Nahar 
(Assistant Professor, Department of Master of 
Computer Applications) and Mr. Dipan Sahu  
(Assistant Innovation Director, Ministry of 

Education's Innovation Cell & AICTE )

Coordinators of the event (L-R): Dr. Nadir 
Charniya (Professor, Department of Electronics 
and Telecommunication) and Mr. Mrugendra 
Vasmatkar (Assistant Professor, Department of 

Electronics and Telecommunication)
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 Aditi Bombe (D14B) introduced the 
students to what  an Arduino is, the essential 
components of Arduino, its importance, and its 
applications in various electronic devices. Dsouza 
Alrich Xavier (D14B) introduced the Arduino 
microcontroller and IDE to all second-year 
students.

Dr. Chandan Singh Rawat (Head, Department of 
Electronics and Telecommunication) addressing 

the students on Day 1

New Cultural Council is Elected 
-Prachit P. Paralikar

The VESIT Cultural Council for the academic 
year 2022-23 was formed on the 29th July, 
2022. Sejal Bishoyi (D11) was elected as the 

Cultural Secretary. 
 The Cultural In-charges of all classes; 
SE, TE, and BE; elected  the Junior and Senior 
Secretaries by casting their votes on the 29th of 
July. While the election campaign took place a day 
before in the auditorium, the results of the election 
were declared in the amphitheater.

Councils

Day 2
 The  next day continued with an introduction 
to the use of Software Simulation of Tinkercad.  
Shantanu Deshmukh (D14B) explained the 
circuits and simulation in TinkerCad.The basic 
designing and all the necessary codes were taught 
to the students which were required to carry out 
the application.

Day 3
 The last day was about implementing what 
students learned in the last two days. It was project-
based, students had to carry out four projects 
based on LCD, Ultrasonic Sensors, IR Sensors, and 
T-Segment Displays. Volunteers were assigned to 

help the students to come up with the results of each 
project. The faculty members visited and interacted 
with the students, analyzed their performance, and 
appreciated the Senior Council Members for their 
collective efforts.
 Finally, the workshop concluded with a 
QnA round, where seniors answered some of the 
participant's questions in a detailed manner leaving 
them with no doubts. Also, a WhatsApp group was 
created by the organizers to clear any additional 
doubts students had.

Speakers of the event (L-R): Aditi Bombe (D14B), 
Dsouza Alrich Xavier (D14B) and Shantanu 

Deshmukh (D14B)

 Prathamesh Savalkar (D9B) said, “This 
amazing workshop was a complete exposure to 
the understanding Arduino which will help me in 
doing some innovative projects in the 
future.” 

Participants interacting with their seniors

 Narrating his experience, Aditya Gaikwad 
(D9B) said, “Altogether it was really a nice session, 
it was a good initiative from our seniors. They 
delivered every concept with energy and enthusiasm 
and were very approachable for doubt solving too.”

Name Designation

Sejal Bishoyi (D11) Cultural Secretary

Ameya Roplekar (D11) 
Gaurang Desai (D15A)

Ishika Singh Gaur (MCA2A)
Niraj Divekar (D14B)
Shruti Dalvi (D12A)

Senior Deputy 
Cultural Secretary

Aakanksha Suvarna  (D10B)
Aradhya Ingle (D7A)

Shraavani Tople  (D9B)
Soham Shetye  (D10A)

Swayam Gaikwad (D11AD)

Junior Deputy 
Cultural Secretary

 The newly elected Cultural Secretary said, 
“Everything we do weaves into this beautiful fabric 
of life. The exams we passed with bare minimum 
effort to the competitions we won with months of 
preparation. It all adds up to what we look back 
onto and college is a big patch of that fabric."
 She added, "Our dynamic team is ready to 
weave all of it together for everyone on the campus. 
Now that college has begun in full swing, my heart 
fills with so much warmth and excitement for the 
events we will welcome in the future. With such an 

exemplary team beside me, I am aiming to deliver 
nothing but the best VESIT has experienced.”
The Cultural Council  for  the year 2022-23:

EXTC Tinkerer’s Lab Senior Council 2022-23 
(Top-Bottom, L-R): Atharva Nayak(D14A), 
Shantanu Deshmukh (D14B),  Riya Gorade 
(D14A), Aditi Bombe (D14B), Atharva 
Kale(D14A), Alrich Xavier (D14B), Pratik Patkar 
(D14B), Atharva Petkar (D14B) and Aayushi 

Rajeshirke(D14B)  

 In all, the workshop was a great success, 
with participants learning how to implement the 
theoretical knowledge in a practical way. In the 
end, all the attendees were well equipped with the 
knowledge of Arduino and were made familiar 
with the circuit, stimulation, and hardware aspects.

The Volunteering team: 
Aaryan Solkar (D11), Kaustubh Kharche (D12B), 
Harsh Rane (D12C), Shantanu Kolhe (D6), Ayush 
Singh (D9B), Vedika Chavan (D9A), Shreyas Patil 
(D11AD)

Cultural Secretary: Sejal Bishoyi (D11) 

Junior Counil (Top-Bottom, L-R): Aakanksha 
Suvarna  (D10B), Soham Shetye  (D10A), 
Shraavani Tople  (D9B), Aradhya Ingle (D7A) 

and Swayam Gaikwad (D11AD)

Senior Counil (Top-Bottom, L-R):  Shruti Dalvi 
(D12A), Ishika Singh Gaur (MCA2A), Gaurang 
Desai (D15A),  Niraj Divekar (D14B) and  Ameya 

Roplekar (D11) 

The Volunteering Team (Top-Bottom, L-R): 
Ayush Singh (D9B),  Kaustubh Kharche (D12B),   
Harsh Rane (D12C), Aaryan Solkar (D11), 
Shantanu Kolhe (D6), Vedika Chavan (D9A) and 

Shreyas Patil (D11AD)
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The All New SoRT Council
-Shreya Nalawade

This year, we had new members competing 
for the posts in SoRT Council. The election 
results were declared on Friday, 29th July 

2022. Mr. Vivek Umrikar (Head, Department 
of Humanities and Applied Sciences) was the 
Election Officer for the VESIT Council elections. 
SoRT council never disappoints us when it comes 
to bringing a new change in society and making it 
a better place. The secretary of SORT council this 
year was Soniya Deshmukh (D14B).
 Members of the SORT council and their 
posts:

Photography at its Best: VPC 2022-23
-Vrushabh Karavde

VESIT  Photocircle, also known as the 
flashguns of VESIT, are set to capture more 
fun memories, with their newly formed 

team of SE, TE and BE council.
  VESIT Photocircle conducted a 
Recruitment Drive for all the students of VESIT 
on 30th July 2022. The interviews, which were 
conducted online on Zoom platform, started at 
11:00 am and went on till 8:30 pm. The recruitment
the drive was conducted with an aim to add more 

Photographers and Editors who have a good 
knowledge and skills that are required to join VPC.
  The new members were recruited on their 
knowledge of photography and the photographic 
techinques. Large number of candidates registered 
their names from SE, TE and BE. The interview 
was conducted in two rounds: the first round 
was based on their response in the shared google 
form during registration, where candidates were 
asked to upload their original photographs. Then 

the few selected candidates were qualified for 
the interview round. The judges for the main 
interview round were the senior council of VPC. 
The interview round was taken in online mode on 
google meet. Time slots of 10 minutes were made 
for every individual candidate, it took a whole day 
for the main interview round. Technical questions 
were asked in the interview round and their prior 
experience in photography. 

Name Post

Soniya Deshmukh (D14B) SoRT Secretary

Aditi Mishra (D11)
Chinmay Vyapari (MCA2B)

Diya Shah (D15A)
Milind Sawant (D14A)
Shreya Kukreja (D12A)

Senior Deputy 
SoRT Secretary

Aadarsh Dubey (D9B)
Aniket Ratha (D9A)
Arya Banavali (D7A)

Swarnika Singh (D10B)
Yashodhan Sharma (D7B) 

Junior Deputy 
SoRT Secretary

The Volunteering Team :
Suleman Mathekar (D15A), Mehul Nikambh (D11), 
Kaustubh Pawar (D14B), Sairaj Deshpande (D7A), 
Rujuta Bhor (D9B), Rushikesh Yeole (D10B)  and 
Aaryan Ghogle (D6E)

SE Council Members TE Council Members BE Council Members

Maithli Borkar (D9A)
Abhinav Gupta (D9A)

Abhishek Jadhav (D10B)
Rishika Chaubal (D9B)

 Aaqueeb Pinjari (D10B)
Vedant Pawar (D7C)

Soham Nimbarkar (D10B)

Rajat Mhatre (D14B)
Rishabh Goray (D11A)
 Shreya Singh (D11AD)

Hrishikesh Kudale (D11AD)
Kedar Gawhankar (D15B)

Pushkaraj Chaudhari (D15B)
Prasad Jawale (D11AD)

Kshitij Shidore (D11AD)
Kshitij Pawar (D13)

Tejas Lagwankar (D14B)
Prajwal Patil (D15B)

Tejas Mahajan (D17A)
Advit Kulhada (D19A)
Shivam Singh (D20B)

Paritosh Borkar (D19B) 
Vrushank Dhande (D16A)
 Manthan Pawar (D17C)
Deeptanshu De (D16A)

Harsh Falak (D18)
Vishakha More (MCA1A)

SoRT Secretary: Soniya Deshmukh (D14B) 

Senior Council (Top-Bottom, L-R): Aditi Mishra 
(D11), Chinmay Vyapari (MCA2B), Diya Shah 
(D15A), Milind Sawant (D14A) and Shreya 

Kukreja (D12A)

Junior Concil (Top-Bottom, L-R): Aadarsh Dubey 
(D9B), Aniket Ratha (D9A), Arya Banavali 
(D7A), Swarnika Singh (D10B) and Yashodhan 

Sharma (D7B) 

The Volunteering Team (Top-Bottom, L-R): 
Suleman Mathekar (D15A), Mehul Nikambh 
(D11), Kaustubh Pawar (D14B), Sairaj Deshpande 
(D7A), Rujuta Bhor (D9B), Rushikesh Yeole 

(D10B)  and Aaryan Ghogle (D6E)

 SE Council (Top-Bottom, L-R): Aaqueeb Pinjari 
(D10B), Abhishek Jadhav (D10B), Maithli 
Borkar (D9A), Rishika Chaubal (D9B), Rishika 
Chaubal (D9B), Abhinav Gupta (D9A), Soham 

Nimbarkar (D10B) and Vedant Pawar (D7C)

TE Council (Top-Bottom, L-R): Rajat Mhatre 
(D14B), Rishabh Goray (D11A), Shreya Singh 
(D11AD), Hrishikesh Kudale (D11AD), Kedar 
Gawhankar (D15B), Pushkaraj Chaudhari 
(D15B), Prasad Jawale (D11AD), Prajwal Patil 
(D15B), Aditi Bhatia (D12A), Kshitij Pawar 
(D13), Tejas Lagwankar (D14B) and Kshitij 
Shidore (D11AD) and Abhishek Thorat(D11AD)

BE council (Top-Bottom, L-R): Tejas Mahajan 
(D17A), Advit Kulhada (D19A, Shivam Singh 
(D20B), Paritosh Borkar (D19B), Vrushank 
Dhande (D16A), Manthan Pawar (D17C), 
Deeptanshu De (D16A), Harsh Falak (D18) and 

Vishakha More (MCA1A)
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The New VESIT Music Council is here!
-Ninad Joshi

The Music Council has been nothing less than 
a focal point for all music lovers. Members 
of Council are expected to have a passion 

for music.
 The College conducts elections to the 
Students' Council every year. The college promotes 
students council activities with the objective of 
inculcating democratic values and leadership 
qualities among the students of the college. 
 This year also elections took place for the 
formation of all Councils including the Music 
Council. Music In-charges for all classes including 
SE, TE, and BE elected Junior and Senior Secretary 
by voting on 29 July, 2022. The results were 
announced in the amphitheatre on the same date.
 Swaraj Patil (D11) triumphed in the 
election and won the title of Secretary of Music.

Post Name
Music Secretary Swaraj Patil (D11)

Deputy Senior 
Music Secretary

Anvita Koyande (D13)
Atharva Hedaoo (D14A)
Dhanshree Pandey (D11)
Puja Mahankuda (D14B)
Sakshi Umrani (MCA2A)

Deputy Junior 
Music Secretary

Atharva Baheti (D6AD)
Payoshni Khekale (D10B)
Prajakta Upadhye (D10A)

Pranav Rane (D7B)
Siddharth Patil (D9B)

Unveiling a Deep Element of Data Science
-Gargi Angne and Vishakha Singh

NVIDIA Deep Learning Institute (DLI) in 
association with CSI-VESIT organized 
a workshop on “Fundamentals of Deep 

Learning”. It was an online workshop held on 
Google Meet and was conducted by Mrs. Sangeeta 
Oswal (Assistant Professor, Department of 
Artificial Intelligence and Data Science). It took 
place on the 9th of July from 9:30 AM to 3.30 PM.

Speaker of the event: Mrs. Sangeeta Oswal 
(Assistant Professor, Department of Artificial 

Intelligence and Data Science)

Poster of the workshop

Screenshot of the Google Meet where Mrs. 
Sangeeta Oswal gives an overwiew of the initial 

phase of Artificial Intelligence

 Deep Learning is a subfield of machine 
learning concerned with algorithms inspired by the 
structure and function of the brain called artificial 
neural networks. 

 The students were asked to create an  
NVIDIA Developer Account and were given 
access to deep learning material, exercises, and 
assessments. The workshop was completely hands-
on where the participants coded along on GPU 
powered cloud server, JupyterLab platform and 
Jupyter Notebooks, using powerful deep learning 
libraries such as TensorFlow and Keras. 
 Mrs. Oswal explained all the concepts 
in great detail and clarified all the doubts of the 
attendees. The session was conducted successfully 
and received a whole lot of positive feedback. 

The Volunteering team: 
Vinit Patil (D12B), Kaushik Shasranaman (D12A), 
Mansi Shah (D12A), Vedant Jadhav (D11), Gaurav 
Ambartani (D12C), Janhavee Awate (D9A), Vinay 
Israni (D10A) and Gaurang Rane (D6)

The Volunteering team (Top-Bottom, L-R):  Vinit 
Patil (D12B), Kaushik Shasranaman (D12A), 
Mansi Shah (D12A), Vedant Jadhav (D11), 
Gaurav Ambartani (D12C), Janhavee Awate 
(D9A), Vinay Israni (D10A) and Gaurang Rane 

(D6)

 Vesit Music Secretary Swaraj Patil (D11) 
said, "Nobody would have thought of so much 
competition for the post of music secretary. There 
were 3 candidates standing for this post. Till the 
end nobody knew who was going to win and the 
competition was tough. But when the results were 
announced and when I heard my name as the 
new music secretary for the year 2022-23, I was 

 These neural networks are a set of 
algorithms, modeled loosely after the human 
brain, that is designed to recognize patterns. The 
participants got to learn about the basics and “Hello 
World” of Deep Learning, training and improving 
the performance of complicated models, validation 
and transfer learning on pre-trained models. 

Societies

Music Secretary : Swaraj Patil (D11)

flabbergasted. After the elections I was totally ready 
for the awesome year ahead. Events, jam sessions, 
performances, flashmob, I had everything planned.  
Really excited to start the year with the best of fun 
and enthusiastic events for the college!"
Newly elected members of the Musical Council:

Senior Council (Top-Bottom, L-R): Anvita 
Koyande (D13), Atharva Hedaoo (D14A), 
Dhanshree Pandey (D11), Puja Mahankuda 

(D14B), Sakshi Umrani (MCA2A) 

Junior Council (Top-Bottom, L-R): Atharva 
Baheti (D6AD), Payoshni Khekale (D10B), 
Prajakta Upadhye (D10A), Pranav Rane (D7B) 

and Siddharth Patil (D9B)
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-Sai Thikekar

ISA VESIT is well-known for its in-depth 
technical workshops that are infused with 
cutting-edge technology and provide total 

skill development. ISA gives individual hands-on 
experience to their members in the BE, TE, and SE 
council.
 BE Council interviews were conducted by 
the former BE council members in brief based on 
their last year’s performance. The Senior Council 
for the academic year 2022–23 was announced 
following the exciting interview process.
 The BE Council conducted interviews for 
the creation of the TE Council. Candidates were 
required to submit a Statement of Purpose (SOP) 
along with a list of position preferences using a 
Google form, explaining their strengths, flaws, 
successes, their goal for joining the council, and so 
on. 
 On July 24th 2022, interviews were held 
online, with each candidate being granted a 
specific time window for the interview. The BEs 
hand-picked the top 15 most qualified applicants 
to comprise the TE for the academic year 2022–
2023.
 Prathamesh Komte (D13), Operations 
Officer at ISA shared his experience, "All TE 
students were eligible to apply for ISA-VESIT TE 
council interviews for the academic year 2022-
23. Only the mandatory criteria was to be an ISA 
member first. It was a fantastic conversation about 
how I can help society in my position and how well 
I am aware of technical events and activities. Even 
though I lack technical skills, the BE council made 
an effort to get to know me all around, including 
my editing and managerial abilities. I was fortunate 
enough to get myself recognised as a deserving 
candidate."

ISA-VESIT's BE Council for the Academic year 
22-23

ISA-VESIT's BE and TE Council

ISA-VESIT's TE Council for the Academic year 
22-23

Position Name

President Hrutika Phakale (D18)

Vice President Nidhi Mundhada (D19B)

Sr. Treasurer Omkar Hirugade (D18)

Sr. Public 
Relations Officer Esha Kadam (D19B)

Chief Executive 
Officer

Madhura Padge (D18)
Om Shetty (D16A)

Sr. Software 
Developer Asmita Bhangare (D17B)

Dhruvisha Mondhe (D17B)

Chief Editor Janhavi Bhutki (D19B)

Chief Technical 
Officer Shripad Kulkarni (D19B)

Chief Operations 
Officer

Prajakta Ukarande (D18)
Saritha Tharakan (D16A)

 

Position Name

Secretary Nachiket Suryawanshi (D11)

Technical Officer
                

Maitreya Kadam (D14A)
Kshitij Nag (D14A)

Jr. Treasurer Sanchit Mhadgut  (D13)

Operation Officer Nikhil Gore (D13)
Prathamesh Komte (D13)

Jr. Public 
Relations Officer    

Shubham Kumar (D14B)
Vaibhav Singh (D14A)

Jr. Software 
Developer

Yash Chavan (D14A)
Aarya Lotke (D12C)

Web Editor Aman Rajbhar (D13)

Technical 
Executive

Vinayak Rasal (D13)
Nilesh Sharma (D11)

Jr. Editor Tanaya Gaikar  (D13)
Avantika Narvekar (D14A)

-Kavish Punjabi

ISTE-VESIT: New Year, New Council

Like every year, the B.E. Council bid farewell 
to their Society, and the newly elected 
B.E. and T.E. Council took charge of the 

responsibilities of the Council. Technical societies 
help in the growth of students by improving their 
knowledge, managing time, developing practical 
skills, creating networks.
 After an exciting round of interviews 
held by the previous year’s B.E. Council on 3rd 
July 2022,  Varnit Batheja (D17A) was selected 
as Chairperson, Srushti Jagtap (D19B) as Co-
Chairperson, Mrunmayee Waingankar (D17C) 
as Chief Executive Officer, and Devansh Singh 
(D16A)  as Senior Treasurer. 
 The candidates for T.E. council were 
required to send the SOPs (Statement of Purpose) 
by 16th July 2022 11 pm, and their interviews were 
conducted on 17th July 2022. There were 4 panels 
of the B.E. Council.
 Anushka Darure (D14A) while sharing 
her experience about the interviews said, “It 
was nerve-racking definitely but in retrospect, it 
gives us a basic training of working and speaking 
under pressure. As I was applying for the post of 
secretary, the interview was more intense. But truly 
it was a fun learning experience. Seniors taking the 
interviews did help us calm our nerves by asking 
some introductory questions which helped in 

making us comfortable.”
 On asked for her reasons to join ISTE she 
said, ”ISTE-VESIT is one of the well-renowned 
societies and being a council member of such a 
society was an honor. ISTE-VESIT has always been 
a platform where you can learn and explore new 
things. Also, it will enhance my technical as well as 
non-technical skills. As a part of the council, I will  
develop leadership and communication skills.”

Position Name

Chairperson Varnit Batheja (D17A)

Co-Chairperson Srushti Jagtap (D19B)
Chief Executive 

Officer
Mrunmayee Waingankar 

(D17A)
Sr. Treasurer Devansh Singh (D16A)

Chief Operations 
Officer Gauri Mahajan (D17C)

Sr. Operations 
Officer

Minal Katware (D17A)
Nidhi Thakkar (D20A)

Chief Technical 
Officer Aamir Ansari (D20A)

Sr. Technical 
Officer

V Krishnasubramaniam 
(D20A)

Khushboo Dalwani (D17A)
Kusum Rohra (D17A)

Khushboo Dhingra (D17A)
Chief Marketing 

Officer Isha Gawde (D20A)

Sr. Editor Shrushti Govindwar (D17C)
Jisha Philip (D20A)

Senior Graphics 
Officer

Swarli Patil(D20A)
Nafees Akhter (D19B)ISTE BE council for the Academic year 22-23
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Names and their designated post in the T.E 
Council:

Postiton Name

Managing Secretary Subatro Tapaswi 
(D11AD)

Operations Secretary Anushka Darure (D14A)
Executive Secretary Divisha Gupta (D15A)

Technical Officers

Surya Ganiga (D11AD)
Sarvesh Patil (D15A)

Atharva Bhoite (D15A)
Japneet Rajput (D12C)

Hrishikesh Patil (D12B)
Bhargav Bodhankar 

(D15A)

Position Name

Operations 
Officer

Neeraj Chawla (D12B)
Denzil Nelson (D12B)

Shrey Panchamia (D12A)
Upendra Falak (D15A)
Sahil Kodwani (D15A)

Jr. Public 
Relations Officers

Anushka Kulkarni (D11AD)
Atharva Joshi (D14A)
Khushi Mahamunkar 

(D15A)

Graphics Officer Omkar Mahajan (D12B)
C.S. Lakshmi (D13)

Jr. Treasurer Manas Lalwani (D11AD)ISTE TE council for the Academic year 22-23

ISA- VESIT conducts “Web Application Using 
Firebase” Workshop

-Anagha Kulkarni

ISA-VESIT organized their first workshop for 
the year 2022-23 on “Web Applications using 
Firebase"  on the 2nd and 3rd August 2022. 

It was conducted via the Google Meet platform 
having two sessions each day at 10:30 am and 1 pm 
respectively. 

Speakers of the event (L-R): Shripad Kulkarni 
(D19B) and Om Shetty (D16A)

 This workshop was open to all the branches 
and a total of 40 students participated in it. It was 
conducted by Chief Technical Officer at ISA-VESIT 
Shripad Kulkarni (D19B) and Chief Executive 
Officer at ISA-VESIT Om Shetty (D16A).

Screenshot of speaker Om Shetty (D16A) briefing 
the participants on HTML Fundamentals

Day 2
The advantages and functions of 'Tailwind CSS' 
were explained in detail along with Firebase 
and its various services. A web application was 
built to implement authentication and login. The 
participants were also elucidated about CRUD 
operations.
 This workshop was a successful one as both 
the speakers explained the basics thoroughly, at 
the same time making sure that the workshop was 
exciting. “We gained knowledge of using Tailwind 
CSS to make the website visually beautiful, as well 
as the idea of using Firebase in web projects. We are 
grateful to the whole team of ISA-VESIT for such a 
valuable workshop”, said Sahil Madhyan (D12C).

Poster of the workshop

 Firebase is a platform developed by Google 
for creating mobile and web applications. It gives 
you tools that cover a large portion of the services 
that developers would typically have to build 
themselves. 
 This includes analytics, authentication, 
databases, configuration, file storage, push 
messaging, etc. Students gained in-depth knowledge 
of CSS, JavaScript, and developing web applications 
using Firebase.

Day 1
The fundamentals of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript 
were covered by Om Shetty (D16A). Further, the 
participants were acquainted with the concepts 
surounding Git and GitHub to understand how to 
handle the code effectively.

It was an outstanding start to the placement 
season of batch 2022-23 as JPMorgan 
Chase, the renowned multinational 

investment bank and financial services company 
recruited 41 VESIT students offering them an 
enormous CTC of 17.75 LPA. This is a moment 
of rejoicing and glory and we would like to 
congratulate each of these bright minds of VESIT!
 VESITConnect reached out to two 
students, Janhavi Bhutki (D19B) and Nupur 
Jeswani (D20B), who shared their selection process 
and gave valuable tips for upcoming aspirants.
 Their first interaction with the JPMC 

VESIT Batch of 2023 Bags a Total of 41 Placement 
Offers in JPMC -Sania Khan

Placement Statistics for JPMC Drive 2022

Executives was when they were informed about 
JPMC placements and the Code for Good 
hackathon by their Training and Placement 
Officers. After registering for Code for Good, 
there was an introductory session on zoom 
conducted by JPMC executives and Code for Good 
organizers. In this session, they  were informed 
about Code for Good and the whole placement 
process. The executives were co-operative and 
answered all  their questions. They also interacted 
with the executives during the hackathon as two 
mentors are allotted to each team who observe 
and guide you throughout the hackathon. 
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 Regarding the personal interview round, 
there were no separate technical interviews for 
JPMC. They gave 3 interviews. The first one was 
after clearing the Coding Round in which they had 
to record their answers to 2 HR-based questions. 
The other two interviews were taken during the 
hackathon by the team mentors. These were 
mostly HR based with 1-2 technical questions. The 
mentors were very friendly and made them feel 
comfortable. Questions on the overall hackathon 
experience, projects they’ve worked on, what  they 
like/ dislike about their teammates were asked. 
Janhavi suggested students to have a good knowledge 

(L-R): Janhavi Bhutki (D19B) and Nupur Jeswani 
(D20B) shared their placement experiences

VESIT Voice

Senior Reporters:-Senior Reporters:-
Ashutosh MishraAshutosh Mishra
Jagruti DhamalJagruti Dhamal
Tanvi KateTanvi Kate
Nishtha BatraNishtha Batra
Priyal SinghPriyal Singh
Tanaya GaikarTanaya Gaikar
Dhanshree PandeyDhanshree Pandey

Junior Reporters:-Junior Reporters:-

Editor in Chief :- Editor in Chief :- Dr. Geeta AjitDr. Geeta Ajit
Faculty Incharge (Technical) :- Faculty Incharge (Technical) :- Asst. Prof. Priya.R.LAsst. Prof. Priya.R.L
Student Editor:-  Student Editor:-  Tanya DubeyTanya Dubey
Technical Team:-    Technical Team:-    Palak Garg (Design Head)Palak Garg (Design Head)
       Vaidyanathan N.       Vaidyanathan N.
      Hridesh Kamal      Hridesh Kamal
        Gaurang Desai        Gaurang Desai
      Janhavi Patil                                        Janhavi Patil                                  

VESIT Connect TeamThe VESIT Education department conducted a session on ‘Out of the Box for 
Problem Solving’. EXTC Tinkerer’s Lab conducted an excellent ‘Prototyping 
with Arduino’ workshop. VESIT Cultural Council, VESIT SoRT Council, VESIT 

Photocircle and VESIT Music Council, for the academic year 2022-23, were formed. 
NVIDIA Deep Learning Institute (DLI) in association with CSI-VESIT organized a 
workshop on ‘Fundamentals of Deep Learning’. New councils of ISA VESIT and ISTE 
VESIT were formed. ISA VESIT organized their first workshop for the year 2022-23 
on ‘Web Applications using Firebase’. JPMorgan Chase, the renowned multinational 
investment bank and financial services company, recruited 41 VESIT students offering 
them a CTC of 17.75 LPA. 
 In the Life Outside VESIT section, we have our VESIT faculty, Dr. Geeta 
Ajit (Assistant Professor, Department of Humanities and Applied Sciences), being 
felicitated as one of weCHANGE’s donors during their annual ‘Get-together’. We also 
have Kirti Patil (CMPN 2022) to share her experience while working for a theatre play 
by ‘Gandharva Kalamanch’ at Acharya Atre Rangamandir, Kalyan. We also have Varun 
Arya (D19A) who has won many championships in powerlifting. He has won many 
medals, including four gold medals, one silver, and one bronze in the Mumbai District 
Level Powerlifting Championship.
 In the Diaries section, Mr. Vighnesh Joshi, who graduated from the Department 
of Electronics in 2020. Mr. Vighnesh is currently working as a Business Analyst for 
Paktolus Solutions LLC, Mumbai. He talks about his career, his college life, his hobbies, 
and much more. 
 In the Sports section, VESIT Sports Council for the academic year 2022-2023 
was formed. 

Sai ThikekarSai Thikekar
Gargi AngneGargi Angne
Preeti KhamkarPreeti Khamkar
Kavish PunjabiKavish Punjabi
Sneha TannaSneha Tanna
Anagha KulkarniAnagha Kulkarni
Rushikesh SarakRushikesh Sarak
Ninad JoshiNinad Joshi

Suhanee KandalkarSuhanee Kandalkar
Sania KhanSania Khan
Prachit ParalikarPrachit Paralikar
Nikita KumawatNikita Kumawat
Vishakha SinghVishakha Singh
Vrushabh KaravdeVrushabh Karavde
Shreya NalawadeShreya Nalawade

-Tanya Dubey-Tanya Dubey

 JPMC hires through a hackathon Code 
for Good and for participating in this hackathon 
they had to clear two rounds. The first part 
was a Coding Round which was conducted on 
HackerRank and the second part was a video 
interview that was conducted on the HireVue 
platform. In the Coding Round, two questions 
had to be solved in one hour. Students could select 
any of the programming languages of their choice 
and had to pass all the test cases for the problem 
statements. In the video round, they were given 
two HR-based questions for which they had 
to send a 2-minute recording of their answers.  
 People who got selected in these two 
rounds were eligible for Code for Good, a 24-hour 
all-India-level hackathon where you randomly 
get paired with 7-9 students. They had to create 
a web/mobile application for the NGOs referring 
to the problem statement that was given to them.
 When asked about their experience with 
the coding rounds, Janhavi  said, “If you have 
been coding for some time and you have practiced 
competitive coding questions on HackerRank, 
LeetCode, CodeChef, etc., then this round will be 
a piece of cake for you. The questions asked were 
not very difficult and you will be able to solve 
them quickly if you get the logic. Most of the 
questions were based on arrays and strings.” Nupur 
suggested that students should master languages  in 
which they can do DSA and competitive coding.

of Git, Web development/App development.
 The most important aspect that was needed 
during the hackathon was how you pitch in good 
ideas during the team discussions, and how you 
communicate with your teammates and mentors. 
So, these soft skills are as important as your 
technical skills. Nupur said that, “The problem 
statements in the hackathon are not just focused on 
one specific domain. They can ask you to create a 
web application/mobile application, some of them 
even involve dashboard creation in the project.”
 Lastly,  they   also  gave words of advice to  
future aspirants. Janhavi said, “Enjoy the process. 
Code for Good is a very delightful and one-of-a-
lifetime experience so enjoy every minute of it. 
Sometimes it might take a bit longer than your peers 
but, in the end, you are going to make it! We don't 
know what the future holds for us. Look at me, I always 
thought JPMC was way out of my league. I gave the 
coding test just to see where I stand and here I am.” 
 Nupur said, “ Just be your best self in the 
hackathon. They want to see how you work in 
that kind of environment, whether you respect 
other people's opinions, and how you think in 
those situations. Try to stay active throughout the 
hackathon, to contribute more to your project but 
let others share their opinion too. Test everything 
on your computer beforehand. See whether your 
laptop supports everything, and run your previous 
projects to confirm if everything works perfectly.”

"Life is either a great adventure or nothing."

-Helen Keller
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VESIT is always blooming with people with 
various talents and activities, from coding 
to drama, from aesthetics to literature, and 

so much more. So to ‘connect’ with these aces, we 
introduce you to ‘Life Outside VESIT’ to have a 
small peep into their fun experiences.
 For this month, we have Kirti Patil (CMPN-
2022) to share her experience while working for a 
theatre play by ‘Gandharva Kalamanch’ at Acharya 
Atre Rangamandir, Kalyan on 16 July 2022. ‘Anay’, 
an adaptation based on the poems by Ms. Aruna 
Dhere, is a story that revolves around Radha, 
Krishna, and Anay, the characters from mythology. 
Kirti shares her experience working on such a lively 
project, “I have been working with the Gandharva 
Kalamancha group since 2019. 

This year, Ninad Kadam (Director of the play) 
wrote this beautiful play and we did the first show 
in April. I was working backstage for the first show. 
Due to some reason, one of the actresses was unable 
to continue further. Hence, I gave the auditions and 
got selected for that role. The director and team 
were very supportive.
 As I was working backstage for the first 
show, I knew about the role and was familiar with 
the dialogues. The director discussed about the 
roles and emotions related to the scenes and the 
characters with all of us. We also did the speech 
work and then the blocking of play. It was a very 
beautiful and memorable experience.
 The experience of working on stage is 
outstanding having a great blend of various 

mythological characters in the play. Especially, after 
the lockdown period, returning to theatres with 
such a great concept and sincere team, I am very 
thankful for this process and our director Ninad 
Kadam. Looking forward to performing Anay in 
various theatres.”

Kirti Patil (CMPN-2022)

Life Outside VESIT

For this month, we also have Varun Arya 
(D19A) who has won many championships 
in powerlifting. He has won many medals, 

including four gold medals, one silver, and one 
bronze in the Mumbai District Level Powerlifting 
Championship. After his outstanding performance 
in various competitions, he has been selected for 
the National Powerlifting Competitions. 
 When asked to narrate his power-packed 
journey, Varun said, “I started my journey in 2019, 
when I was in my first year. I then understood 
the basic difference between Powerlifting and 
weightlifting, that powerlifting focuses on attaining 
maximum strength. I used to go to the gym only 
for my fitness. During COVID-19, as the gym was 

shut down, I lost all my body strength, posture 
and also the sudden stop in gym deteriorated my 
health. Once the lockdown was finished (in 2020), I 
again started going to gym and gained all my power 
and strength back. During this process my coach 
recognized my abilities and my strength. And  
my trainer told me to take part in a powerlifting 
competition. Then in February 2021, I took part in 
my first powerlifting competition, and won a bronze 
medal in that. After this competition I gained a 
little confidence which helped me to initiate to take 
part in more competitions. That’s how I started my 
journey. 
 During this process, I faced many difficulties. 
In the beginning when I competed with others I 
used to feel very low after seeing them competing 

Varun Arya (D19A)

- Ashutosh Mishra 

- Gaurang Desai 

- Gaurang Desai 

weCHANGE Celebrates their Annual Day 
Acknowledging their Contributors

Ensuring that an average social status is 
achieved and maintained among the less 
privileged youth and encouraging their 

education and basic necessities, weCHANGE is a 
significant group of individuals with strong social 
values that helps the world become a better place. 

(L-R): President of weChange: Mr. Shridhar 
Lokanathan (INST-2015) and Secretary of 

weChange: Ms. Sampada Inarkar (INST-2016)

are committed to the ideals of education, health, 
and welfare for all humanity concerned with 
growing disparities, children working at a young 
age, and unsupported health culture. weCHANGE 
members and volunteers have been continuously 
striving hard towards creating leaders of the future, 
the youth who will run the world in the coming 
years.
 The weCHANGE family conducted its 
annual ‘Get-together’ on 18th June 2022 at ‘Dr. 
Kashinath Ghanekar Natyagruha, Thane’ from 3:45 
pm to 7 pm. The event aimed at bringing all their 
beneficiaries, donors, well-wishers, mentors and 
members on one platform.
 weCHANGE believes that its true backbone 
is its donors. Donations in terms of money, time, 
moral support, everything matters at an equal 
level. The organization thanked their fellow donors 
on the evening by giving a token of appreciation 
on the stage. Our VESIT faculty, Dr. Geeta Ajit 
(Assistant Professor, Department of Humanities 
and Applied Sciences), was also felicitated as one of 
weCHANGE’s contributors to the organisation.
 VESIT is immensely proud of this 
organization and wishes to see it grow even more 
every year and keep on advancing the education 
and the well-being of all individuals.

Dr. Geeta Ajit (Assistant Professor, Department  
of Humanities and Applied Sciences) 
felicitated for her contributions to weCHANGE

VESIT Alumni at weCHANGE Annual Function 
L to R:  Varun Chothani, Paresh Pawar, Akshay 
Rathi, Shridhar Loknathan, Archana Kamath, 
Sampada Inarkar, Monica Jeshnani, Roshni 
Bhagat, Anirudh Kadam, Shivam Pandit and 

Krishna Gangwani

 weCHANGE is the brainchild of two 
VESITians, in 2014, who decided to reach out 
to the underpreviledged. The seeds of this plan 
was sown and nurtured on VESIT grounds. The  
President Mr. Shridhar Lokanathan (INST-2015)  
and Secretary Ms. Sampada Inarkar (INST-2016) 
were its founders and today it has grown in a large 
tree, giving succor to many who need it the most. 
The organization has quickly emerged as one of the 
significant non-governmental organizations that 
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Musings and Expressions

Disha Raghani (D12A)

Good morning ladies and gentlemen. It's an honor for me to speak a few words on the topic, that is "Courage". Also I'd like to wish you all a very Happy 
Independence day . Talking about courage with respect to our Independence day, many people  come forward to fight for our nation till the last breath.I 
don't think there's any doubt in it. Do you know what gives impetus to these people? The answer is right in the title of this article, that is courage. So 

let's get into what exactly is courage and how we see it. 
 Many people define courage in their respective ways. According to me, courage is the power to do something right in order to stop wrongdoings, at the 
right time. This definition is applicable to every single person in the world, not just for patriots. Many forms of courage are seen in different timelines, right 
from the Battle of Kurukshetra (Mahabharata) to the soldiers who leave their family to fight for our nation. We see many forms of courage until now. Not just 
these, but people working tenaciously to achieve a target, which includes parents , students, everyone in this world show courage in different stages of their lives 
. Whatever challenges we face, accomplishing them without having anything bad in their minds with respect to anything, requires courage. With this being 
said, you people might have a question, "How do we maintain courage ?". I have a simple answer for that, which is to make yourself fit to face the challenges 
every time. No matter whether you win or lose, courage is something we should maintain in both the situations, neither looking back at the past and feeling sad 
about it, nor getting carried away from the success. The recent example can be our Indian champions in the Tokyo Olympics. However some of them couldn't 
make ends meet, but apart from money, fame, what they've gained is experience, which has taught them to do better in the future. Not only they, but we have 
also learned something from our champions. 
 Also, it doesn't matter what you do or where you live , being fit to face any challenge is a common answer for everyone who seeks something in life. 
Now, many of us feel that if some leader is performing any sort of strike, for example a hunger strike. What some people do is they mimic the person who is on 
a strike, so that they get whatever they want. Trust me, this is sheer foolishness. This is a method of blackmailing other people and the ones who mimic, they 

Courage

just live with themselves. Many people in their young age do the same and find themselves in a difficult 
situation. Not just hunger strike, but anything we do in order to express hatred at the wrong time is what 
being courageous means. A proper balance of mind is required in such a situation. Misuse of any kind of 
power leads us to the lowest point of whatever we do. Let me tell you something, from the Bhagavad Gita, 
"Committing a sin is bad, but tolerating someone committing it is nothing less than a sin". Remember it. 

Ashutosh Mishra (D12C)

so well and also their strength. In the starting days, 
it used to be so difficult to lift the weight and many 
times I used to get injured due to it.  In 2022, before 
my state championship, I had a severe lower back 
injury while practicing. The situation was so tough 
that it was difficult for me to participate in the state 

championship. But rather than feeling bad and 
giving up, I decided to take it as a challenge. With 
guidance from doctors and a proper training with a 
coach, I recovered from my injury and participated 
in the state championship and went on to secure 
the fifth place in Maharashtra.

 My future goal is to guide and train the 
newcomers who are interested in powerlifting 
with my best experience. And currently I am a 
state player but in future  by performing well in 
national’s I want to represent India in Asian and 
world powerlifting championships and win a medal 
for my country.” 
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Mr. Prashant Kanade  (Assistant 
Professor, Department of Computer 

Engineering)

Nishtha Batra (D12B)

Tanaya Gaikar (D13)

Dhanshree Pandey (D11)
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VESIT Diaries

For the month of July, we had a chat with 
Mr. Vighnesh Joshi, who graduated from 
the Department of Electronics in 2020. 

Mr. Vighnesh is currently working as a Business 
Analyst for Paktolus Solutions LLC, Mumbai. He 
talks about his career, his college life, his hobbies, 
and much more. 

1. Tell us something about your college life at 
VESIT. What was the most memorable moment 
at VESIT?
VESIT is my second home. I have always said that 
and will alway say that no matter where I am. My 
college life in VESIT was just best, where for the 
first time in my life I connected with a lot of people, 
may it be my batchmates, juniors/seniors or staff.
In my VESIT journey there will be hardly a few 
days where I have not attended college which made 
everyday memorable for me teaching me something 
new but with no doubt Chocolate day during Utsav 
were the most memorable ones, where receiving 
unexpected notes & messages from unexpected 
people was more fun.

2. Which extra-curricular and co-curricular 
activities were you involved in? How important 
are such activities in one’s life?
I was a part of SoRT Council for all the four years of 
my engineering, was involved in ETRX Department 
Tinkerer’s Lab, was also a part of TedX Committee 
& in the final year as a Placement Coordinator. I 
believe academics help you grow technically but 
all the extra-curricular activities help build your 
personality. I feel it is very important because being 
involved in such activities puts you into situations 
where you have a responsibility to handle it on your 
own and also connects you with different people 
from whom you learn some or the other thing. Also 
being a part or being involved in such activities give 
you a break from academics where you get to enjoy 
college life and your mind is refreshed as well.

3. Can you tell us more about your job at 
Paktolus Solutions LLC? What are the day-to-day 
responsibilities of the role?

It's been 2 years since I started working as a Business 
Analyst at Paktolus Solutions LLC. I am working 
on an Insurance domain project wherein I am 
responsible for Product Integration in our system 
and advising and implementing solutions for the 
Production Issues. Other than that I am involved in 
regular communication with customers to discuss 
and plan on how to improve the productivity and 
understanding of any updates on products.

4. What are some strategies to best prepare 
for interviews? What technical skills should a 
budding engineer have?
I feel there is no other strategy other than presenting 
the best out of you in front of an employer by being 
confident, honest and communicating efficiently. 
It's ok if you are not good at communicating at this 
point but what is more important is to learn and 
to improve it through your experiences and talking 
more with different people about their experience.
As they say your first impression creates a lot of 
impact on the interviewer but even if you start 
very well, you need to maintain it throughout the 
whole time. In the end, one who easily convinces 
the interviewer that he/she is the best fit for the 
role, wins. Alongside all the technical & soft skills 
preparation you do for interview, make sure you 
have some basic about the employer i.e. What are 
the products ? What technology the company is 
using etc which will help you in convincing them 
that you are the one. According to me, you should 
have a good foundation of the basics in whichever 
domain you are interested in by knowing the 
current scenario of that domain, what tools are 
used in today’s technology and to present yourself 
with all those skills plus decent communication 
skills.

5. Who is your role model in life? What is one 
rule that you live by?
My father is my role model. The one thing I admire 
most about him is that you have to keep working 
hard and in the best possible way and not pay 
attention to what others are saying or doing around 
you. People & situations will try to pull you down 

in many ways but the best way to go ahead is to 
keep up with the good work you are doing and not 
reacting to all the negativity around you. 
The one rule I live by is to keep my mind positive in 
every situation. I believe that, whatever happens in 
life is for your good.

6. How has your experience been working 
through the pandemic? How do you manage to 
keep cool during such volatile times?
Everything has its own pros and cons and my 
experience of working from home in the pandemic 
was the same way. Obviously working from home 
saves a lot of time and money but on the other 
hand you miss out on the exposure and learning 
environment you get in the office when you are 
physically present. Recently, I first time met my 
colleagues in a office party after two years until then 
we knew each other only through Microsoft Teams 
DP’s. I think to keep calm in critical situations first 
you need to give yourself the ME time regularly 
and relax a bit. Pursuing your hobby, meditation 
or doing exercise, reading books or whatever good 
you like will help you keep your mind positive 
and away from everything happening around you 
which is necessary .

7. Can you share a glimpse of your personal life? 
Any hobbies or interests that you pursue in your 
free time?
Currently, as I am working from Monday to Friday, 
the only proper free time I get is on weekends 

Mr. Vighnesh Joshi

-Tanvi Kate

Reminders Of Him by Colleen Hoover is a raw and emotional book which  centered on a mother 
yearning to meet her four-year-old daughter. It has been  five years since the night that changed the 
entire life of Kenna Rowan. It has  been half a decade since her boyfriend Scotty died in accident 

and she was put  behind the bars due to their recklessness of drinking and driving. 
 She has been now released and wants nothing but to meet her little daughter,  Carp Diem, to whom she 
gave birth while she was in prison and couldn’t even  once see her; and to earn the forgiveness of Scotty’s 
parents. But of course, things didn’t go as she wished. While trying to get amnesty from the Landrys  i.e., 
Scotty’s parents and reunion with her daughter, Kenna gets acquainted with  Ledger who was Scotty’s best 
friend and has been a fatherly figure for Diem since her birth. 
 Ledger realizes that he drawn towards Kenna and that puts him in a difficult  position where he 
initially finds no solution which won’t hurt anyone. Kenna  has been writing letters to Scotty since his 
death where in there was one letter  that described the day the accident occurred and the days post that. 
Those letters  made the Landrys realize the incident from Kenna’s point of view. 
 The book is truthful and heart-wrenching; and one experiences an emotional  roller coaster 
throughout it. The style of writing is such that a simple plot seems a unique experience full of feelings! 
The story makes us realize that at times  there can be no distinct right and wrong, instead all can be right 
from their  perspective. While reading the book one empathizes with both, Kenna’s and  Landrys’ pain 
and love. Peace and happiness found Kenna and Landrys only  when they both thought from each others’ 
eyes. Thus a simple message  “EMPATHY” is felt through the story. The usage of different characteristics  
from daily life such as love, passion, indulgence, indecision, judgement,  forgiveness, blame, loyalty, care, 
grief, loss, acceptance, protection, truth,

Book Review on Reminders Of Him

Preeti Khamkar (D10A)
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Sports
VESIT Sports Council 2022-23: Time to Hit a 
Perfect Goal

- Rushikesh Sarak

Sports Council has been no less than a home for 
all sports enthusiasts. Students feel privileged 
to be a part of this super-energetic council of 

vesit. Like every year, elections were conducted for 
the formation of the Sports Council. 
 Interested sports incharges of each class 
nominated themselves for the elections. Mr. Vivek 
Umrikar (Head, Department of Humanities & 
Applied Science) was was the election officer for 
the VESIT student council elections. 

Name Designation

Prathamesh Gudame (D11) Sports Secretary

Figo Cardozo  (D12A)
Harsh Singh  (D14A)

Janhvi Khanvilkar (D11AD)
Jason Lobo (MCA2B)
Ruchita Dolas (D11)

Senior Deputy 
Sports Secretary

Ishita Marathe (D7C)
Mitalee Shirsat (D6)
Sahil Gupta (D6AD)
Soumil Tawde  (D7C)
Utsav Mutadak  (D9B)

Junior Deputy 
Sports Secretary

Sports Secretary: Prathamesh Gudame (D11)

 Elections were conducted on the 29th 
July 2022. The results were announced in the 
amphitheater on the same day. Respective Sports 
In-Charge from SE, TE, and BE voted to elect 
the new Sports Council. SE elected students were 
designated as Deputy Junior Sports Secretary & 
TEs as Deputy Senior Sports Secretary.
 Prathamesh Gudame (D11) was appointed 
as the new Sports Secretary for the council formed.
He said said “I went unopposed as a secretary in 
both my class and college elections so obviously the 
surprise element wasn’t there, but to be very honest 
it was a mixed feeling of being overwhelmed and 
exhausted at the same time but the feeling of sheer 
excitement shadowed everything at that moment,  
Ready to start a new chapter on a clean slate.We 
are planning to have really fun and exciting events 
ahead. Hoping to have an exciting journey!"

on which I sometimes hangout with my college 
friends, my relatives. Being a foodie I love to 
explore different restaurants and food joints which 
I normally do with my friends. Other than that I 
like watching and playing football and I do sing 
sometimes.

8. A book you read/movie you watched that 
inspired you the most and why? 
Two of the books which inspired me the most 
are The Secret & Rich Dad Poor Dad. The Secret 
has taught me how to keep your mind positive 
all the time no matter what situation you are in. 
Somewhere it changed my perspective on life and 

helped me a lot in selfgrowth. The second one 
Rich Dad Poor Dad helped me gain knowledge 
about wealth management. It highlights how the 
conventional teaching methodology that we are 
used to learning at school teaches us to work for 
money but in today's time, working for money is 
not sufficient. Instead, one needs to learn how to 
make money work for you.

10. Your message to the new generation at VESIT!
Be kind. In today’s generation where negativity & 
depression hits anyone easily, a meaningful short 
conversation or a small gesture can really make 
someone’s day. It’s totally ok to fail but what really 

matters is how you deal with the failure without 
giving up. Never give up at any time in life. All 
you deserve is happiness. Everyday in your life 
teaches you something in some or the other way, 
it's up to you that how willingly you take it and try 
to implement it positively in your life. Other than 
that, enjoy your time at college, make memories 
because you won’t get these wonderful years back. 
Maintain a balance between your academics & 
extracurricular activities and live these days up 
to its fullest. Only once you are finished with 
engineering and look back to these days will you 
realize how amazing they are.

The Sports Council  for  the year 2022-23 : The Volunteering team :
Riyansh Jain (D11), Anuj Bagad  (D12C) , Rajdeep 
Khaire (D6), Tanuj Bamane (D9B), Tanmay 
Choudhary (D7C), Unnati Ayalwar (D9A) and 
Aditi Boob  (D9B)

The Volunteering team (Top-Bottom, L-R): 
Riyansh Jain (D11), Anuj Bagad  (D12C), Rajdeep 
Khaire (D6), Tanuj Bamane (D9B), Tanmay 
Choudhary (D7C), Unnati Ayalwar (D9A) and 

Aditi Boob  (D9B)

Junior Council (Top-Bottom, L-R):  Ishita 
Marathe (D7C), Mitalee Shirsat (D6), Sahil 
Gupta (D6AD), Soumil Tawde  (D7C) and Utsav 

Mutadak  (D9B)

Senior Council (Top-Bottom, L-R):  Ruchita 
Dolas (D11), Janhvi Khanvilkar (D11AD), Harsh 
Singh  (D14A), Jason Lobo (MCA2B) and Figo 

Cardozo  (D12A)

 The Sports Council also assembled a new 
PR Team, which aims to give students all the back-
end updates, and event highlights.

The members of the PR Team:
Pranjal Haldankar (D14B), Rishika Chaubal (D9B), 
Shivani Nikam (D10B), Om Gaikwad (D10A), 
Shambhu Patil (D11AD) and Soham Nimbalkar 
(D10B)

The PR Team (Top-Bottom, L-R): Pranjal 
Haldankar (D14B), Rishika Chaubal (D9B), 
Shivani Nikam (D10B), Om Gaikwad (D10A), 
Shambhu Patil (D11AD) and Soham Nimbalkar 

(D10B)


